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ABSTRACT 

 

The central purpose of this proposal is to show the India-US relations amid Post Cold War period, to ponder 

headliners of the period and to investigate the explanations for the change in relations. The proposal is centered 

around the fringe of Post Cold War after the collapse of USSR and India's ties yet to be determined with new Soviet 

countries. In the limited capacity to focus in 1990s,we'll see how the dismissed nation for about 50 years got  top 

need in American outside approach.It addresses a small hiccup in this progress i.e  India's May 1998 atomic tests. 

Despite the fact that the US forced suspension of most military contacts, the atomic tests began an abnormal state 

commitment between the US and India. India's 1998 atomic hazardous test took a surprisingly positive turn of 

events for long haul Indo-US relations. When the tests detonated the fantasy of being a nuclear power, Washington 

and New Delhi could continue ahead with the imperative assignment of identifying with each other on a 

progressively equivalent balance. 

Since then,India-U.S. bilateral relations have developed into a global strategic partnership based on shared 

democratic values and increasing common points of interests on bilateral, regional and global issues.India, as an 

emerging power not only in South Asia but at the global level, seeks to strengthen her relations with the US, more 

so after the end of Cold war. India and the United States have built a strong and strategic bilateral relationships and 

continues to contribute the stability and prosperity of the world. However, along with the increased cooperation  

through bilateral and multilateral initiatives, tensions between China and India on one hand, and USA and Russia on 

the other, have greatly shaped India -USA relations into a new direction. Strengthening ties between the United 

States of America and India add to China's suspicion regarding India's growth. Its blocking of Indian interests on 

international forums, is a reason of the tension that continues. Thus,cooperation and conflict both arises from this 

partnership. 

KEY WORDS-Post Cold War,USSR collapse,Atomic Trial,Strategic partnership,Democratic 

Values,South Asian Leadersjip 
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1.HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

The role played by the U.S. in helping India's battle for opportunity isn't commonly known in this 

nation. However the facts confirm that since the early piece of the twentieth century, the Indian 

autonomy development got the dynamic good and material help of the American people."Several 

social orders and associations were set up in America by the Indians and Americans to 

encourage the Indian reason, for example, India Home Rule League of America, National 

Committee for India's Freedom, India League of America, Society for the Advancement of India, 

Friends of Freedom for India, and so on. Among the vital figures of America who identified with 

the Indian reason were William Jennings Bryan, hence Secretary of State in President Wilson's 

Cabinet; Rev. John. Haynes Holmes, American evangelist and companion of Mahatma 

Gandhi.The United States was an asylum for Indian opportunity contenders. These included 

researchers, writers, researchers and masterminds. Critical among them were Silendra Nath 

Ghosh, Dhangopal Mookerji, Syed Hussain, Haridas Majumdar, M.N. Roy, B.K. Sarkar, R.L. 

Bajpai, Judge Saund, Krishanlal Shridnarani and others. The war message of President Wilson 

conveyed in the Congress was a wellspring of incredible motivation to the Indian opportunity 

warriors. It peruses: "America is set up to battle for a definitive tranquility of the world and for the 

freedom of its kin; for the privileges of countries incredible and little and for the benefit of men 

wherever to pick their lifestyle and of acquiescence; for the privileges of the individuals who 

submit to power to have a voice in their own Governments; for the privilege and freedoms of little 

countries; for an all inclusive domain of ideal by such a show of free people groups as will convey 

harmony and security to all countries and make the world itself finally free." The Second World 

War denotes the start of Indo-U.S. official relations. After the Japanese assault on Pearl Harbor 

in December 1941, Americans understood the requirement for India's co-activity in the war 

exertion. The vital significance of India as a base of activities against Japan was one of the main 

components which constrained the Roosevelt Administration to check out the Indian political 

issue. In the late spring of 1941, the U.S. Government concurred withIndia and Britain for the 

trading of discretionary faculty. In October 1941, Thomas H. Wilson was named the first U.S. 

Chief in New Delhi. Sir Girja Shanker Bajpai was named India's Agent General in Washington. 

He was to act under the general supervision of the British Embassy. The United States 

suspected that the political strife in India could imperil the American powers which were to be 

sent to India. In April 1942, the Government of the United States set up the Office of War 

Information (OWI) in New Delhi. Henry, F. Grady came as the leader of a specialized mission to 

make a study of India's mechanical possibilities and to recommend upgrades with the end goal of 

expanding generation.  

At the appropriate time, the United States provided immense amounts of American products to 

India under the Lend-Lease program. India likewise provided merchandise to America in 

compatibility of its equal guide program. American specialists participated in building streets, air 

terminals, plants, and so forth. American troops were additionally positioned in India in significant 

numbers. President Roosevelt needed a type of an answer of the Indian issue yet delayed to 

include himself straightforwardly in the endeavors to advance such an answer. "He sent a link to 

Churchill on 10 March 1942, recommending the development of a Government in India speaking 

to the different religious, geological, and word related gatherings, just as the British Provinces 

and local rulers. He suspected that such a Government could be treated as a "brief Indian 

Dominion Government."  
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Roosevelt additionally sent Colonel Louis Johnson to India as his own delegate with the position 

of Ambassador in April 1942. Amid the stay of the Cripps Mission in India, Colonel Johnson held 

informal chats with numerous critical Indian political pioneers. It was put stock in numerous 

quarters that Johnson had those discourses under express guidelines from President 

Roosevelt.The Cripps Mission neglected to deliver the ideal outcome. President Roosevelt was 

disillusioned at the disappointment of the Mission. In his letter to the British Prime Minister dated 

April 11, 1942, he passed on his sentiments. Despite the fact that the Cripps Mission neglected to 

accomplish any outcome, it proclaimed the start of Indo-American political relations. India turned 

out to be free from British guideline on August 15, 1947. Another time started with the message 

that President Henry S. Truman Sent to Lord Mountbatten, Governor General of India, 

broadening his great wishes on the event. The message stated: "I truly trust that our kinship will 

in future, as before, keep on being communicated in close and productive collaboration in 

worldwide endeavors and in cheerfulness in our relations one with the other." Head administrator 

Nehru in a location to an American gathering of people commented: "May I additionally state that 

we all in India know great, in spite of the fact that it probably won't be so known openly, what 

extraordinary intrigue President Roosevelt had in our nation's opportunity and how he practiced 

his incredible impact to that end.".India and the United States, being isolated from one another by 

a huge number of miles, had couple of chances in the past to approach one another. The British 

Government likewise did not need the two nations to build up direct contact, for it expected that 

India may get motivation from the United States for escalating its political battle. 

There is a chronology of events that shaped the history of India and the United States. 

The introduction of Indian Republic was joined by Pakistan's control of Kashmir. Nehru's 

endeavors to collect help from the universal network was vain.  

India declined the American idea to acknowledge a seat at the United Nations Security Council 

and rather pushed for the participation of the People's Republic of China which it has promptly 

perceived as a sovereign country. (Reference – TheHindu)  

In the year 1950, India avoided a US-supported goals requiring UN's military contribution in the 

Korean War. India even casted a ballot against UN powers crossing the 38th Parallel and naming 

China as an attacker.  

1955: Pakistan authoritatively lined up with the United States by means of the South East Asian 

Treaty Organization (SEATO) and Central Treaty Organization (CEATO) otherwise called 

Baghdad Pact. In the mean time, India, being the main defender of Non-Alignment Movement 

(NAM), held the primary Afro-Asian Conference at Bandung, Indonesia.  

The maverick province of Pakistan turned into an imperative partner to the US in the control of 

the Soviet Union, offering ascend to key intricacies with India.  

In the Sino-Indian war of 1962, the US stretched out help to India against China's hawkishness 

by sending an American transporter The Enterprise-to the Bay of Bengal. China, in any case, had 

pronounced one-sided truce the following day. Indian pioneers and open invited American 

mediation.  
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1966: in light of India's analysis of the US mediation in Vietnam, President Lyndon B. Johnson 

limited the supply of grain shipments to India under Public Law 480 program.  

1967: A prevalently Anti-American perspective drove India to dismiss an establishing enrollment 

in the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN).  

1968: India dismissed the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) proposed by the world's driving atomic 

forces.  

1971: The USA had kept up a studious quiet on Pakistan's severe approaches in East Pakistan. 

The then Secretary of State Henry Kissinger visited Delhi to influence India to agree to not bolster 

freedom developments in East Pakistan. Indira Gandhi's resoluteness was met with discretionary 

muscle-flexing. One month from now, India marked a Treaty of Friendship, Peace and 

Cooperation with the Soviet Union, seen as a glaring movement from India's Non-Alignment 

approaches. US President Richard Nixon in a retaliatory move decided to expressly tilt American 

strategy for Pakistan and suspended $87 million worth of monetary guide to India. American 

maritime armada USS Enterprise navigated the Bay of Bengal, issuing gentle dangers. India won 

the Bangladesh Liberation War as the Pakistani Army embarrassingly surrendered in excess of 

90,000 troops.  

1974: India led its first atomic weapon test at Pokhran, and it came as a noteworthy shock to the 

USA who made arrangements to overhaul its essence at Diego Garcia, a British-controlled island 

in the Indian sea.  

1975: India confronted impressive residential strife and went into a highly sensitive situation.  

1977: The Emergency finished and the US promptly facilitated limitations it has set on World 

Bank credits to India and affirmed direct monetary help of $60 million.  

1978: US President Jimmy Carter and Indian Prime Minister Desai traded visits to one another's 

countries.  

The 1980s: Large measures of military guide was siphoned into Pakistan by the USA so as to 

battle an intermediary against the Soviet Union in Afghanistan. This made huge repercussions in 

the inside security of India as the Pakistani mujahedeen warriors penetrated into Kashmir as 

activists.  

1988: Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi made a memorable visit to China which prompted 

standardization of relations among India and China.  

1990: India hesitatingly gave a short calculated help to American military activities in the Gulf 

War.  

Post-1991: The Soviet Union broke down into autonomous countries and the United States rose 

as the single biggest hegemon, making the world unipolar. It harmonized with India opening ways 

to remote private capital in its notable Liberalization, Privatization, and Globalization move.  

Exchange among India and the US developed significantly and is thriving today. 
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South Asia includes a subsystem of forces with two noteworthy countries; India and Pakistan that 

are very South Asia and there others, China, the US and the USSR, that are additional local 

players in the area. South Asia additionally contains different states with insignificant military and 

conservative power; Nepal, Bhutan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, and Afghanistan. By excellence of 

their worldwide status, the US and the USSR have been engaged with South Asia until 1990s. 

South Asian Countries are frequently presented by political precariousness, a general dispersion 

of forces and moderate financial improvement. These qualities and shortcoming provoked the 

two superpowers to fill the clear power vacuum and to transform it so as to fortify their individual 

worldwide and local strategies. 

 

South Asia has been typically been viewed as just barely imperative to the United States. In the 

real American security choices with respect to the solidness of the global framework, upkeep of 

atomic equalization or the issue of war and harmony, South Asia was not viewed as a deciding 

element. A few reasons can be followed behind less need of US to South Asia – First, it was not 

indispensable deliberately; it didn't offer any real assets fundamental to American industry. 

Second, the low dimension of financial and political cooperation couldn't create a positive picture 

of South Asia in the American personality. In American observations, the region remained a save 

of British interests. Hence, US interests in the district were for a long time translated as generous 

as opposed to business or vital. 

 

The focal issue of US approach in South Asia since 1947 has been to manage the contending 

cases of the two foremost conditions of this district, India and Pakistan. One might say, the 

consistent difficulty of Americas South Asia Policy is a consequence of the local challenge 

between these two states.Of these two Sub mainland states, if India was regularly an immaterial 

factor in US view of the worldwide vital condition, Pakistan was an inconsequential factor except 

if military lined up with the US.  

 

The underlying US contribution in South Asia was scarcely impacted by the territorial 

improvements. What shaped the US job was the contracting British Empire and the quick decay 

of the KMT routine in China. Succeeding US military connects to South Asia (particularly 

Pakistan), an auxiliary of its worry in connection to the Soviet Union, unintentionally underscored 

the dimension of threatening vibe among India and Pakistan. US contribution irritated India as 

well as brought the Soviet Union and later China into the Subcontinent and made the area a field 

of Cold war legislative issues.From numerous points of view, US association in India began amid 

World War II, before this the two authorities and informal contacts with India were insignificant. 

While the US kept up a couple of consular officers in India to care for business interests, it 

depended to a great extent on British Foreign Office correspondences for data on the Indian 

political circumstance. The US truly wound up engaged with South Asia after its entrance into 

World War II. 
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2.TRADE AND ECONOMIC RELATIONS 

The United States and India see each other as critical key accomplices to propel normal interests 

territorially also, universally. Two-sided exchange merchandise and enterprises is about 2% of 

U.S. world exchange, yet tripled in an incentive between 2005 also, 2017, coming to $126 billion 

(Figure 1). The exchange relationship is increasingly weighty for India, for whom the US was its 

second biggest fare showcase (16% share) after the European Union (EU, 17%), and third 

biggest wellspring of imports (6%) after China (17%) and the EU (10%) in 2017. U.S.- India 

remote direct speculation (FDI) is little yet developing. Barrier deals are critical in two-sided 

exchange too. Non military personnel atomic business, slowed down for a considerable length of 

time over contrasts on obligation assurances, has created real potential U.S. supply contracts. 

Numerous onlookers accept two-sided business ties could be morebroad if exchange and 

speculation obstructions were tended to. Respective exchange contacts exist on various fronts, 

however the opposite sides are attempting to determine a few issues.  

India's Economy India has one of the world's quickest developing economies and the third 

biggest on a buying power equality premise. It is the second most crowded nation, with a vast 

and developing white collar class. It likewise faces monetary difficulties, including neediness, 

trouble engrossing the a huge number of youthful new specialists joining the work power, and 

framework holes. Rising world vitality costs place weight on India, which imports about 80% of its 

oil needs. Vitality costs and other worldwide components have made India's money devalue 

against the U.S. dollar, raising worries about swelling. In any case, the economy is anticipated to 

develop by 7.3% in 2018, up from 6.7% in 2017 (International Monetary Fund information), as 

stuns lessen from household financial measures, e.g., "demonetization" in 2016, which expelled 

about 86% of money by incentive from flow in India to address charge avoidance and 

debasement, and the take off of an across the nation esteem included merchandise and 

administration charge in 2017 to streamline the charge routine. The adequacy of the two changes 

is discussed.  

Exchange Balance- The Trump Administration, which sees two-sided exchange adjusts as a 

pointer of the wellbeing of a exchanging relationship, has disagreed with the U.S. exchange 

shortage with India ($27 billion deficiency in products and enterprises exchange 2017), and has 

scrutinized India for a scope of "out of line" exchanging rehearses. India favors taking a more 

extensive perspective on their exchange ties past the exchange balance. The outcomes of 

exchange deficiencies are challenged. Taxes. Reciprocal pressures have progressed toward 

becoming elevated over U.S. furthermore, Indian levy approaches. On June 1, 2018, the United 

States started applying 25% steel and 10% aluminum levies under Section 232 of the Tariff 

Expansion Act of 1962. The levy climbs apply to all nations; India did not get an starting special 

case like some exchanging accomplices, nor arrange an elective standard course of action. India 

provided 2.6% ($761 million) of U.S. steel and 2.2% ($382 million) of U.S. aluminum in 2017. It 

told the World Trade Association (WTO) of its arrangements to strike back against the US with 

taxes on $1.4 billion of U.S. products (e.g., nuts, apples, steel, and bikes), yet has conceded 

applying the duties until November 2, 2018, with expectations of a two-sided goals. India 

additionally recorded a WTO objection against the U.S. duty increments, and joined related 

grumblings held up by other WTO individuals.  
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U.S.- India Trade Relations -For India, a key issue is U.S. impermanent visa strategies, which 

influence Indian nationals working in the United States. visa program. India likewise keeps on 

looking for a "totalization assention" to arrange standardized savings security for laborers who 

split their vocations between the two nations. Agribusiness. Clean and phytosanitary (SPS) 

boundaries in India limit U.S. rural fares. The United States questions the logical and hazard 

based supports of such hindrances. A continuous issue is India's implied consistence with a WTO 

ruling against its restriction on U.S. poultry imports and live swine because of avian flu concerns; 

the WTO held that India's estimates disregarded WTO SPS rules. Each side likewise observes 

the other's farming help programs as market-contorting; India's perspective on its projects from a 

nourishment security focal point confuses matters.  

Protected innovation (IP). The opposite sides contrast on the most proficient method to balance 

IP insurance to boost development and backing other strategy objectives, for example, access to 

drugs. India's IP routine remains a best worry for the United States, which assigned India again 

on its "Extraordinary 301" Priority Watch Rundown for 2017, in view of such worries as its 

treatment of licenses, encroachment rates, and assurance of competitive advantages. Restriction 

Trade Barriers 

Resistance Trade. The two countries have marked safeguard contracts worth more than $15 

billion since 2008, up from $500 million in every earlier year joined.  

Current Negotiations and Agreements Respective Engagement. The United States and India 

apparently are in "escalated" dealings to address key exchange issues, for example, on the U.S. 

steel and aluminum levies furthermore, India's GSP status. These discussions may expand on 

the debut 2+2 Dialog in September 2018. As WTO individuals, the United States and India 

arrange multilaterally to change exchange, however their contrasting perspectives obstructed the 

Doha Round. The ongoing Trade Help Agreement (TFA) to India-US two-sided exchange 

merchandise and ventures expanded from $104 billion of every 2014 to $114 billion out of 2016. 

The two nations have made a pledge to encourage activities important for expanding the 

respective exchange to $500 billion. In June 2016, PM Modi and President Obama vowed to 

investigate new chances to separate obstructions to the development of merchandise and  

administrations, and bolster further mix into worldwide supply chains, in this way making 

employments and creating thriving in the two economies. 

 The two chiefs amid Prime Minister Modi's visit to the US in June 2016 respected the 

commitment of U.S. private segment organizations in India's smart city program.  

Exchange Balance -The U.S. merchandise exchange deficiency with India was $22.9 billion of 

every 2017, a 6.1% diminishing ($1.5 billion) more than 2016. The United States has an 

administrations exchange shortfall of an expected $4.4 billion with India in 2017, up 15.2% from 

2016.  

Speculation -U.S. outside direct venture (FDI) in India (stock) was $44.5 billion out of 2017, a 

15.1% expansion from 2016. U.S. direct interest in India is driven by expert, logical, and 

specialized administrations, assembling, and discount exchange. India's FDI in the United States 

(stock) was $9.8 billion out of 2017, up 11.5% from 2016. India's immediate interest in the U.S. is 

driven by expert, logical, and specialized administrations, assembling, and safe establishments.  
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3.POLITICAL RELATIONS 

After the finish of the Cold War, the United States is driving in the International Order, and it is 

encountered that-this time is American time, its authority and approach for liberal majority rules 

system, human rights or in any shading or structure. So its relations with some other piece of the 

world is itself fascinating and imperative. Then again, India is the biggest majority rules system 

on the planet and rising force in the International request. It is financially and deliberately danger 

to the US, it is tiger in Asia in term of populace, economy and atomic limit. The connection 

between the superpower and developing force is clearly imperative to the understudies of 

International Relations/governmental issues or average folks too. After the finish of the Cold War, 

each nation around the globe affected, yet South Asian nations affected more than others. The 

US has no opponent in world request, yet India and Pakistan, two nations from the South Asia 

rose as new atomic power. India couldn't be the state as dismissed previously. Post Cold-War 

period saw sensational changes in US-India connection. India is a key accomplice for the United 

States. Topographically, it sits between the two most quick dangerous areas for U.S. national 

interests. The curve of flimsiness that starts in North Africa experiences the Middle East, and 

continues to Pakistan and Afghanistan closes at India's western outskirt. The Indian landmass 

bulges into the sea that bears its name. With the ascent of Asian economies, the Indian Ocean is 

home to basic worldwide lines of correspondence, with maybe 50 percent of world compartment 

items and up to 70 percent of ship-borne oil and oil traffic traveling through its waters. India's 

developing national abilities give it ever more noteworthy instruments to seek after its national 

advantages to the advantage of the United States. India has the world's third-biggest Army, 

fourth-biggest Air Force, and fifth biggest Navy. Each of the three of these administrations are 

modernizing, and the Indian Air Force and Indian Navy have world-class specialized assets, and 

its Army is looking for a greater amount of them. India is an imperative U.S. accomplice in 

worldwide endeavors to keep the further spread of weapons of mass annihilation. India's wide 

conciliatory ties all inclusive (above all in the Middle East), its desires for United Nations (UN) 

Security Council changeless enrollment, and its job in universal associations, for example, the 

International Atomic Energy Agency makes New Delhi a particularly viable voice in calls to stop 

multiplication. India's situation against radicalism and fear based oppression compares with that 

of the United States. India-USA participation is basic to worldwide activity against environmental 

change. India is truly dedicated to a world request dependent on multilateral foundations and 

collaboration and the advancement of acknowledged universal standards prompting 

acknowledged worldwide law. Indian culture and discretion have created altruism in its all-

inclusive neighborhood. New Delhi has positive relations with basic states in the Middle East, in 

Central Asia, in Southeast Asia, and with essential center powers, for example, Brazil, South 

Africa, and Japan—the majority of the vital incentive to the United States. The United States 

holds a sizable innovative edge on numerous advertisements, aviation, and protection advances, 

the entrance to which benefits Indian national interests just as Indian firms and clients.  

India-USA: Five Pillars of Strategic Partnership  

Key Issues  

Energy and Climate Change  

Science and Technology  
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Health and Innovation  

India-US Civil Nuclear Deal -The arrangement is viewed as a watershed in India-USA relations 

and acquaints another angle with worldwide restraint endeavors. Terms of the arrangement: India 

consents to permit investigators from the International Atomic Energy Association (IAEA), the 

United Nations' atomic guard dog gathering, access to its non-military personnel atomic program.  

India-US Defense Cooperation -Protection relationship has developed as a noteworthy mainstay 

of India-USA vital organization with the marking of 'New Framework for India-U.S. Resistance 

Relations' in 2005 and the subsequent heightening in guard exchange, joint activities, work force 

trades, coordinated effort and collaboration in oceanic security and counter-theft, and trades 

between every one of the three  

India-US: Cooperation in Energy and Climate Change -The India-USA Energy Dialog was 

propelled in May 2005 to advance exchange and interest in the vitality part. There are six working 

gatherings in oil and gas, coal, power and vitality proficiency, new advances and sustainable 

power source, common atomic co-activity and practical improvement under the Energy Dialog.  

 Specifically, New Delhi trusts that the one-sided Chinese exertion is a key venture that abuses 

Indian sway (by reaching out to Pakistani-controlled domain guaranteed by India), and advances 

Chinese political and military impact by making unsustainable obligation troubles in host 

countries. To its west, India stands up to the test of state-sponsored militancy and fear based 

oppression by Pakistan, an un-stable Afghanistan, and change in the Middle East, where India 

has critical diaspora, vitality, and security interests.  

Instruction and Development -The recurrence of abnormal state visits and trades among India 

and the U.S. has gone upaltogether recently. PM Modi visited the U.S. on 26-30 September 

2014; he heldgatherings with President Obama, individuals from the U.S. Congress and political 

pioneers, including from different States and urban communities in the U.S., and communicated 

with individuals from President Obama'sBureau. He likewise connected with the commanders of 

the U.S. business and industry, the Americancommon society and research organizations, and 

the Indian-American people group. A Vision Statement and a Joint Statement were issued amid 

the visit.The visit was trailed by President Obama's visit to India on 25-27 January 2015 as the 

Chief Visitor at India's Republic Day. Amid the visit, the opposite sides issued a Delhi Declaration 

of Kinship and received a Joint Strategic Vision for Asia-Pacific and the Indian Ocean Region.  

India-U.S. Exchange Architecture: There are in excess of 50 reciprocal discourse instruments 

between the two governments.  

 

What’s Next for India-US Relations? 

The India-US relationship is still determined to a large extent by the power asymmetry between 

the two powers.The postponement of the “2+2” dialogue that would have brought together the 

Foreign and Defense Ministers of India and the United States has led to varying assessments 

and analyses. Commentaries such as the “the deepening disconnect,”  the “2+2 delay does not 

mean India-US ties are in trouble,” “All is not well between Washington and New Delhi,” “The 
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bilateral limits of hype: on India-U.S. relations,” “Time to analyse if US can continue to unilaterally 

dictate ties with India” show that the India-U.S. relationship has reached an inflection point, 

requiring a deeper diagnosis of the grand narratives guiding this partnership.The India-U.S. 

relationship is an intriguing one in the sense that the two countries have never been adversaries, 

nor have they been brothers in arms. The relationship has seen its ebbs and flows, from strategic 

divergence during the Cold War to a new-found strategic convergence in what is now being 

heralded as the time of the Indo-Pacific.In the 21st century, many epithets attributed to India’s 

place in U.S. grand strategy and global geopolitics have emerged from Washington. India was 

called a rising democratic power in a dynamic Asia. India was seen as “not simply emerging” but 

as having “already emerged” in Asia and around the world. Defense cooperation with India was 

viewed as “a linchpin” in the U.S. rebalancing strategy towards Asia-Pacific. India has been 

designated a “Major Defense Partner” of the United States and the latest U.S. National Security 

Strategy (NSS) has welcomed “India’s emergence as a leading global power.” Add to this U.S. 

President Barack Obama hailing the India-U.S. relationship as having the potential to be “one of 

the defining partnerships of the 21st century.”Due to India's neutral and independent foreign 

policy,recently in March,2022, India recieved attention on account of the Russia-Ukraine war was 

an applaud to India as it appeared that Indian neutrality had become a case study for other 

countries in balancing the US and Russia. 
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